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F 0 3 19921 Introduction
.p

Currently, there is no adequate cuzzmh_ parameterizatio:, t]_ The pressure and transport term'are closed al in Zeman and
is suitable for use in nested grid dum_tiom having horizcmtal Lumley (1976) who modeled these terms for a buoyancy-driven
resolutions between two and fifty kilometers. The few param, mixed Ltyer. In their original formulation, the shear compo-
eterizatiom which are designed for meso.B scale models are nents were not included since they studied an environment
scale specific, L e. they were des|gned around a specific hor- without shear; in our formulation1, contributions to _ from

izontal grid scale. The result is that they do not functictz shear is included. The transport term Is handled in a relatively
well outside of the intended horizontal resolution since cef sophisticated way in order to include counter.gradient tram-
tain assumptions become invalid. Perhap| the most limiting ports in the mixed layer. Out formulation extends the original
assumption in these cumulus parameterizat|ons is the cc_vec, theory to include the virtual and rainwater effects on the buoy.
tion and ali associated motions, including compens_ing sub- ancy terms.
sidence, occur wholly within the grid bc_. Thb ttnre_|tlcal/y

constralm _he subsidence aud does not allow convection to Thus far, only a higher order turbulence scheme has been de-

propagate into cont/_oul grid volumu. Furthermore, as the scribed. In the foUowinsuctions, the addition of a deep cu-
grid resolution increases, the resolvable adv_tion and the cu- mulus compnent will be described that will allow the scheme

mulus parameterlzation besin torepresentthe same physical to be used as a cumulus parameterizatim scheme. Then, one-
process. This double counting of a physical process by both dlmenaion_ simu_ic_l will be presented that describe the
the resolved scale and the parameterized scale then becomes • Umitins states of this cumulus parsmeterizatlcQ scheme, lt
concern, la lmport,a_ to note thM in the previous development of this

scheme and in the followi_ section, no Msumpt|on, about the
In Welssbluth (1991) and Websbluth and Cotton (19_), • scale of the cunmlus have been made.
CCOPE sup_cell, Florida san-brse_ convect/_ and s trop.
ical _ 1_ w_ explidtly ./xnu_ed by the ResionalAt-
moepheri¢ Modetin s System (RAMS) developed at Colorado ,_
st_, U,.,..._,y. Modaloutpu_die,tic, w_ .bown to be ,. The convective adjustment model
a powerful rod in ln_z_tin_ the bdmvt, z"_ the _ _in_

spat/al and temporal resolution of the data is unffm-m and self. The level. 2.5w model predicts the evolution of horizontally
conabtm_, _ re_-w_ld ob_vations uf the_ phm, znma. ho_ comveetion ovw land and water. This includes,
By avera_N [ ov_ suitable arms of the explicit simulate, for example, condon within the PBL and convection forced

arealaver_es of the cc,wective heat, _and moisturs by the radiative destabilkation of stat_'orm cloud layers in
fluxes were obtained for ear.hoft he storms and intercompared, the PBL and in the m/ddle and upper troposphere. Alone,
The vertical velocity va,_ace seemz to be • rather universal however this theory falk to dmulate the ensemhie-avera_ed
measure of comw.'_ton r__ of the [orcl_ c/_convection or effects of deep convective activity when appUed to the free at-
its environment. Furth_a'mm_, vertical mass and moisturs co- mosphers. Th/s is becau_ the PBL, for example, is driven
variances appear stronsly linked to _ . Fc_ the_ reason, by the parameterlzed heat flux at the ground. The divergence
we have based the present cumulus parameteriza_on scheme of this heat flux creat_ an unstable lapse rate which hnpUes
on the prediction of _ . strong _ and an upward trsmport of heat. The PBL

grows slowly by vertically connnunicafluS the hea_ flux up-
Welssbluth (1991) md Weissbluth and Cotton (1990) described warck until the inversion can no lonser be eroded by the PBL
the modifications made to the traditional Melior snd Yamsda e_idies. When deep mokt c_vectiwe cells sre pre_n_ in the
(1974) level 2.5 do_ure. Since the o_e pro_pa(mtic variable is free atmometre, howev_, this theory of contiguous _ is

, the scheme Is termed a level 2.5w closure. Wlthin _ no lons_ valid alncs infonnatlon about the buoyant parcel i,
fo..nml_on, realizabflity conditions are hnpm,ed on the mixing carried _ the _ _on isv_ (LCL) to the equllib-
_mte as in Hs_id and Galperin (1983) and the cUppins rium t__.np_ature level (ETL). Some way is needed to conserve
approximation of Andre et aL (1976) is used. Furthermore, a the parcels buoyancy throush the depth of the free atmosphere
generalized length scale is used as in Chen and Cotton (1987) in order to represent the effects of deep mo/st convection.
to represent stabk and unstable conditions where a buoyant
heat flux may or may no_ be present.
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Therefore, a convective adjustment scheme first proposed by
Manabe ct. _. (i965) and investigated 5y Betts (1986), 3 One-dlmensional simulations
Bougeault (1985) and others is proposed. This model is ca-
pable of capturing the strong scalar transports within the core

of the convection. The one dimensional simulations of a non-entraining cumulus
will be presented here in order to dellneate the final or limit-

The tendencies to the model variables are specified so that the ing state the cumulus parameterizatton scheme would reach. ,
cumulus forcing becomes This scheme is placed within a model with a large horizontal

grid spacing of 1000 km in order to simulate a one dlmen-

_ulu, = cru'd L "_-z+T F'_',d- _ . (1) and thus no feedback between the scheme and the numeri-
cal model. Areal coverage of the cumulus is assumed to be

The second term on the rbs of Eq. 1 is the convective adjust, unity and the parameterized cumulus Is active for 5400 sec-
ment term where T is the time scale over which convection ®nda. Since a one-dimensional simulation does not allow for

modi'_es the environment, _ represents any scalar variable, u, the horizontal convergence of water vapor, this quantity will
d and e represent updraft, downdraft or environmental values not be depleted by the cumulus convection. Figures in this sec-
o_ a variable and _ represents cloud core fractional coverage, tion will include the in/tial and final total water mixing ratio

profiles, initial and final potential temperature and final ®_
The convective time scale is simply specified as profiles, and the time evolution of the condensate rate for sim-

ulations with and without downdrafts and with and without

_1 = __.1/dr ._w/._._7.,pdz microphysics. The condensate rate is defined _ the total 1/quidT pH
and ice which is produced within the parameterized cloud. The

where H is the total cloud height. The first term on the rks of numerical model uses the thermodynamic variable Ga which
Eq. 1 is as in Bougeault (1985), except to°° is determined from is conservative for parcels undergoin 8 adiabaziic motions with
forcing the moist static energy of the convective tendencies to phase chaages. It is non-conservative, however, for all precipl.
be nii, i.e. tation processes. The expression relating ®ii and ® is derived

in THpoll and Cotton (1981) and is

w'" : I fl_[L(r,u- _,_.)- L(e_ - _)+ Cp(Tu- _')]Pd_2)

T f_l_[L_- L_** -Cp_-_-i]pdz ® --- ®_ 1 4" _ 4" C----_rl/ . (3)

There are several interpretations of Eq. 1 which can be made. In order to produce these ]hnitin 8 states, only the convective

When cunnflus forcing is diagnosed, the first term on the rim adjustment term (the second term on the rbs of Eq. 1) is
combines with the resolvsble advection. Bongeault (1985)then retained since there can be no vertical motion to offset the
interprets the first term on the rbs as a subsidence term since compensation term.

the resolvable vertical motion in large-scale models is negligible The limiting state for a non-entraining cumulus cloud withcompared to to". The second term is then interpreted as the
detrainment term. In large scale models, then, the subsidence no downdrafts and no ndcrophysics is indicated in Figs. la -
term prompts warming and drying while the detrainment term lc. The final total water mixing ratio (Fig. la) is well mixed
prompts warming and moistening, through the depth of the cloud as is the final _ profile in

Fig. lb. Note that the potential temperr.mre profile in the

In mea®scale models, the resolved vertical motion may be com- same figure indicates the atmosphere has warmed at all levels
parable to to" and a different interpretation of the term is in response to the convection. The condensation rate in Fig.
needed. In this case, the advection by the resolved motloms and lc peaks at 310 mm/ht soon after cumulus convection is inl.

the first term on the rbs (now called the compensation term) tiated and assymptotes to near 20 mm/hr. The condensation
combine to give near zero net advection which is desirable since rates are large since the psrameterised cumulus has a frac.
the advection of the scalars is now being accomplished by the tional coverage of unity. These profiles adequately characterize
convective adjustment term. Double counting is then explic- the expected changes in the environment when a deep, non-
itly eliminated since the convective adjustment term wholly entraining, non, precipitating cloud with no downdrs£ts fills a
handles the updra/% core warming and moistening, grid volu _e.

In Eq. 1, el_her w'" or T could be specified and the remain. When downdra_s sre added to the cumulus parameterization
Lug coefficient determined from a moist static energy balance. (not shown) the final total water mixin 8 ratio shows a decrease
Bongesult specified the convective flux as a function of height in value where the downdral%s are present. Furthermore, cool.
and diagnosed the detrainnmnt time scale. Here, the convec- in8 in the lower model levels is apparent. The condensation
tire adjustment time scale is diagnosed from the predicted rate peaks 50 mm/hr higher at 460 mm/br and assymptotes
u/u/ and the mau flux is diagnosed from an energy bal. to a similar value as the no downdrat% case.

ance consideration. This is sn art/fact of the methodology
used to construct Eq. 1; only the convective adjustment term
was initially included in the calculations. Due to the dllti.

cu/ty in balancing the moist static energy of the tendencies,
the compensation term was later added. The effect of diag.
nosing to°" and determining T from an energy balance on the
parameterization scheme is unknown and will berelegated to
future research.
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Figure la. Vertical profiles of total water mixing ratio, RTin g/kg Figure 2a. As in la except for a s:mmlation without downdra_ts and
(curve MOD) after 5400 s and the initial profile, RTo (curve CP) with microphyslcs.in a one dimensional simulation without downdrafts and without
mlcrophysics.
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Figure Ib, Vertical profiles ofe_ (curve A), O (curve C) after 6400 Figure 2b. As in Ib except for a simulation without downdrafts and
s and the initial potential temperature profile (curve C) in a one di- with micaophy_ics.
mensional simulation without downdrat_ and without miczophylics.
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Figure lc. Time evolution of the condensate .'ate in mm/ht for 5400
s ina one dimensionalsimu_tlonwithoutdowndraRs and without Figure2c.AS in lc exceptfora aimulationwithoutdowndraRs and
mlcrophysics, withmicrophysics.
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